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Simply Trivial released for iOS - General-Knowledge Trivia Game
Published on 02/20/18
Northern Bound, LLC today releases Simply Trivial 1.0.11, an important feature update to
their classic trivia game for iOS devices. Version 1.0.11 includes feature enhancements.
This laid-back trivia game offers hundreds of custom questions in 10 general-knowledge
categories, and specialty sets of questions on a variety of topics such as Television and
the 70's. Gamers play at their own pace earning awards and Simply Trivial "Caps" to use on
game hints or to purchase specialty sets of questions.
Greenfield, Wisconsin - Simply Trivial(TM) is a classic trivia game available on the Apple
Store today from Northern Bound, LLC. This laid-back trivia game offers hundreds of custom
questions in 10 general-knowledge categories and specialty sets of questions on a variety
of topics such as Television and the 70's.
Simply Trivial provides hours of fun in a non-competitive atmosphere with pleasant music
and a relaxing, retro environment. Users play at their own pace earning awards and Simply
Trivial "Caps" to use on game hints or to purchase specialty sets of questions. And,
gameplay won't be interrupted with ads, because Simply Trivial has no advertising.
"We love trivia, but we were seeing a trend in current mobile games where the trivia
questions were really being overshadowed by other aspects of the game," said Julie Pabich,
Principal, and Quizmaster at Northern Bound. "We wanted to bring the questions to the
forefront of the game to allow people have an enjoyable experience without distractions.
In short, Simply Trivial is a trivia game created for people who love trivia."
Simply Trivial will continue to add more content in the coming weeks, particularly with
more sets of specialty topics, like the 80's, Toys & Games, U.S. States, St. Patrick's Day
and an Easter edition.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 9.0 or later
* 104.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Simply Trivial 1.0.11 is a free-to-download app (With In-App Purchases) and no
advertising. It is available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games
category. Made in the U.S.A. For more information, please contact Julie Pabich.
Northern Bound:
http://northernbound.com
Simply Trivial 1.0.11:
http://simplytrivial.com
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/simply-trivial/id1338271576
Screenshot:
http://simplytrivial.com/assets/images/content-img/img79.jpg
App Icon:
https://is4-ssl.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Purple118/v4/20/0c/fe/200cfee4-0190-c986-3734-d48
51f4e3cfc/AppIcon-1x_U007emarketing-85-220-0-6.jpeg/246x0w.jpg
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Press Kit (zip):
http://simplytrivial.com/Simply-Trivial_Media.zip

Northern Bound, LLC is a start-up mobile development company located in the Greater
Milwaukee Area. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2018 Northern Bound, LLC. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks
may be the property of their respective owners.
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Principal and Quizmaster
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